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PART A: GENERAL INFORMATION 

SECTION 1: PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND SCOPE 

1.0 General Project Description 

The Leelanau Conservancy is seeking a contractor to provide labor, supervision, materials and 
equipment to perform specified trail construction for a cross country/flow single track 
mountain bike trail at Palmer Woods Forest Reserve.  

Palmer Woods Forest Reserve (Palmer Woods) is located in Leelanau County, Michigan, 23 
miles Northwest of Traverse City, MI. The property is 721 acres of protected land owned by the 
Leelanau Conservancy, a non-profit land trust that has worked to protect over 13,000 acres of 
land in Leelanau County. Palmer Woods is bordered by Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore 
along its entire western flank. The property has been managed for timber for over 35 years with 
the most recent harvest occurring in the fall of 2017. The proposed trails will be built in the 
most recent harvest area, which was primarily removing dead and dying beech and ash. Palmer 
Woods has a diversity of slopes and aspects, with elevation changes of 300 feet within relatively 
short distances. The current trail system consists of improved dirt roads that are used for hiking 
and are groomed for cross country skiing during the wintertime. Although motorized vehicles 
are generally not permitted in Palmer Woods, these roads can be accessed by trucks and 
machinery for trail construction and material delivery (see map 10.5). The accessible roads are 
gravel and 8-10 feet wide.  

This mountain bike trail system will be the first of its kind for the Leelanau Conservancy, as well 
as Northwest Lower Michigan. This segment of construction will be the first phase building 5.6 
miles of a 15 mile trail system. The Leelanau Conservancy wants to create a trail that is dynamic 
and engaging, with an esthetic that blends in with the natural features of the land and inspires 
users to connect with nature. The trail should be rich in features with A and B lines to allow a 
wide range of intermediate riders to utilize the trail and build their skill sets.  

The trail work described in this scope of work is for two intermediate level mountain bike 
specific single-direction loop trails. 

1.1 Site Conditions 

The terrain is hilly and forested, with elevation ranges from 771 ft. in the valley to 1,076 ft. at 
the top of the moraines. Soils in the valley are Au Gres-Kalkaska sands. The ground and end 
moraines rising to the east and west of the valley are Kalkaska sands with Kalkaska-East Lake 
loamy sands. Deposits of Leelanau-East Lake loamy sand and East Lake loamy sand occur 
sporadically (see map 10.4). 



1.2 Project Scope 

 Overall, the project’s scope of work includes at least 29,660 feet of new construction. 
Completed work must meet the specifications outlined in “Part B Project Details.” Our 
preference is to have work commence in spring/early summer, but at the very latest 
completed by 10-12-2018. 

The Center Ridge Loop Trail is a more difficult 2.6 mile single track trail that extends up and 
loops around the Center Ridge of Palmer Woods. It meanders gently upward from the trailhead 
to stay off the gentle fall line there, then increases grade as it gains the side slope. At the top it 
crosses a saddle north of the ski trail and extends onto an interesting and more remote knife 
edge ridge before returning benched along the steep west bluff above the main valley, tucking 
in and out of side valleys as descends back toward the trailhead. 

The East Ridge Loop Trail is a more difficult 3.0 mile single track trail that starts from the east 
side of the trailhead and meanders up the low slope area at the base of the East Ridge of 
Palmer Woods before benching into the steepening ridge heading north above Wheeler Road. 
Near the north of the property it cuts west through a saddle and descends part way into the 
valley between the East and Center ridges before looping a side ridge and regaining the main 
ridge. Near its end it cuts along the Center Ridge below Center Ridge Loop then joins that rail 
just shy of the trailhead. 

SECTION 2: CONTRACTOR QUALIFICATIONS, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

2.1 Experience and Portfolio 

The Contractor shall have demonstrable experience in building sustainable cross country/flow 
single-track trail on terrain and/or soil characteristics similar to that of Palmer Woods. The 
Contractor shall provide a portfolio showing work accomplished and references from 3 past 
comparable or relevant projects. 

2.2 Insurance 

The Contractor will provide the Leelanau Conservancy with a copy of current insurance policy 
and will show the Leelanau Conservancy as additional insured and showing the type, amount, 
class of operations covered, effective dates, and dates of expiration of policies. 

2.3 Workman’s compensation 

The Client reserves the right to request proof of compliance with workmen’s compensation 
laws. 



2.4 Tools 

The Contractor shall perform the required work using hand tools and/or small mechanized 
equipment that is a maximum of 50” in width. Equipment with adjustable width tracks should 
be able to reduce track width to less than 50”. Some sites may not be suitable for equipment 
this large and other sites may not be suitable for any mechanized equipment regardless of size 
due to terrain constraints. Permanent modification of trail outside the scope of work to 
accommodate equipment access is not desirable and must be approved by the Client. 

2.5 Mechanized equipment 

All mechanized equipment shall be in good mechanical condition, free of any fluid leaks, be 
equipped with spark arrestors if applicable, and have fire extinguishers mounted. All equipment 
will be clean and free of debris before introduced to work site. Equipment is subject to 
inspection at the start and during the project. Any equipment that appears to not meet these 
criteria shall be removed from the project site at the request of the Client’s representative and 
at no additional cost to the Client. 

2.6 Meetings and progress reviews 

The Contractor shall meet with a Client’s representative at the beginning of each work week or 
as otherwise agreed upon by both parties to review progress and project expectations for the 
week. 

2.7 What contractor provides 

The Contractor shall provide the necessary supervision, equipment and tools to perform 
specified trail construction on identified trails and sites, including fuel for any mechanized 
equipment or tools and any and all personal protection and safety equipment required. 

2.8 Timetable 

The Contractor shall provide an approximate timetable and schedule detailing how all project 
work will be met. 

2.9 Guarantee and Warranty 

A one (1) year guarantee and warranty will be provided by the Contractor on all work of this 
project. Any portions needing replacement or repair within one (1) year from the date of 
written acceptance by the Client shall be completed by the Contractor at his expense, within a 
time frame agreed upon by the Client.  



SECTION 3: FINAL INSPECTION 

3.1 Final inspection 

At the conclusion of the work, the contractor shall demonstrate to the Client that the work is 
fully complete and in compliance with contract specifications. Any deficiencies shall be 
promptly and permanently corrected by the contractor at the contractor’s sole expense prior to 
final acceptance of the work. 

SECTION 4: TIMELINE AND SCHEDULE 

4.1 Optional Pre-bid Site Visit 

A site visit may be arranged with the project manager prior to bid submission. Please contact 
Becky Hill at 231-256-9665 to arrange a visit. 

4.2 Proposal submission deadline (March 30, 2018) 

Proposals must be submitted to Becky Hill - bhill@leelanauconservancy.org, no later than 
March 30, 2018 to be considered. 

4.3 Work Complete (October 12, 2018) 

The Leelanau Conservancy would like to begin the project in the spring as soon as snowmelt 
conditions will allow, with completion date of October 12, 2018.  

SECTION 5: PROPOSAL SUBMISSION PACKAGE 

Each bid proposal must be delivered via email to bhill@leelanauconservancy.org by March 30, 
2018. The proposal package must contain each of the following. 

● Completed bid worksheets A and B.
● A recommended project schedule and timetable.
● Three references from previous trail construction projects.
● Portfolio containing descriptions and pictures of at least three past projects similar to

this project. Project descriptions shall include short explanation of work performed,
client, project location, dates, and duration.

● As estimation of future annual trail maintenance costs including materials and crew
hours.

● The Contractor shall include in the proposal price the cost to provide the following:
○ Letter of Surety, stating ability to obtain a Performance Bond, and Labor and

Material Bond for 100% of the project amount.
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Any and all questions or clarifications shall be submitted via email to the project contact no 
later than March 22, 2018. All questions, comments and answers provided shall be distributed 
via email to all respondents who requested a copy of the RFP package. 

SECTION 6: BASIS FOR AWARD AND RIGHT OF REJECTION 

6.1 Basis for award 

The Client reserves the rights to eliminate for consideration for award any or all offers at any 
time prior to the award of the contract; to negotiate with bidders in the competitive range; and 
to award the contract to the bidders submitting the bid determined to represent the best 
values. 

6.2 Right of rejection 

The Client reserves the right to waive any informality in any bid, to reject any or all bids in 
whole or part, with or without cause, and/or to accept the proposal that in their judgment will 
be in the best interest of the Leelanau Conservancy and the citizens of Leelanau County. 

6.3 Qualifications and experience 

The qualifications and experience of the Contractor in completing similar work will be given 
equal weight to price of the bids in determining value of qualified bids. It is considered in the 
best interest of the Client to allow consideration of award to other than the lowest bidder or 
most qualified bidder. 

6.4 Additional information 

The Client reserves the right to request that the bidder supply additional information prior to 
the award of the contract should such action be deemed in the Client’s best interest. 



SECTION 7: BID WORKSHEETS 

7.1 Bid Worksheet A 

Company name:____________________________________________ 

Contact person:____________________________________________ 

Contact person’s phone number:______________________________ 

Contact person’s email:_____________________________________ 

Company address:___________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 

Statement and Detailed Approach to the Project:_____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

References- Please insert names, address, phone numbers and description of similar projects 
completed. 

1.____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2.____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

3.____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 



Provide a detailed list of likely project team members, including skill sets and relevant 
experience. 

Provide a list of the equipment and tools intended to be used in completing the scope of 
work. 

Provide a recommended schedule/timetable that allows for work completion per the 
specified schedule. 



7.2 Bid Worksheet B 

● Quantities for each Trail are estimated. Final quantities may change, but the unit price
will be fixed.

● Feature types (as defined in section 9.2) should be separated into individual line items.
● Feature quantities shall be determined by Contractor.
● Provide cost for one round trip mobilization and associated contractor travel fees.

Project A: Central Ridge Loop Trail 

Type of Work:  Unit of Measure: Est. Quantity: Price/Unit: Est. Cost: 

Field Layout/Flagging linear feet 13,820 _________ _________ 

Tread Construction linear feet 13,820 _________ _________ 

Common Features each TBD _________ _________ 

Unique Features each 30 _________ _________ 

Pumptrack Sections each 1-2 _________ _________ 

Qualifier Obstacles each 1 _________ _________ 

Subtotal: _________ 

Project B: East Ridge Loop Trail 

Type of Work:  Unit of Measure: Est. Quantity: Price/Unit: Est. Cost: 

Field Layout/Flagging linear feet 15,840 _________ _________ 

Tread Construction linear feet 15,840 _________ _________ 

Common Features each TBD _________ _________ 

Unique Features each 35 _________ _________ 

Pumptrack Sections each 1-2 _________ _________ 

Qualifier Obstacles each 1 _________ _________ 

Subtotal: _________ 



Mobilization 1 per project 1 _________ _________ 

Grand Total, both trails: _________ 



PART B: PROJECT DETAIL 

SECTION 8: FINISHED TRAIL CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE GUIDELINES 

 8.1 Trail Design 

The construction of this trail must be guided by the sustainable trail principles promulgated by 
accepted resources such as the current editions of the Trail Solutions; IMBA’s Guide to Building 
Sweet Single-track, Managing Mountain Biking; IMBA’s Guide to Providing Great Riding, Bike 
Parks; IMBA’s Guide to New School Trails, and the USDA’s Trail Construction and Maintenance 
Notebook. 

8.2 Bike Specific Trail Flow 

All trails constructed as part of this project shall be natural-surface, one-way, single-track trail 
that is purpose-built for mountain bikes, commonly referred to as flow trails. A subset of the 
larger family of rolling contour trails, flow trails share the following basic characteristics: 

· Synergy with the landscape: Making the most of what the natural terrain contours
present. 

· Opposition to user forces: Flow trails maximize the efficiencies afforded by using a
bicycle, and are designed to counteract forces that direct a user off the trail.  Bermed 
turns and cambered tread surfaces, for example, promote traction, safety, 
sustainability and enjoyment. 

· Conservation of momentum: the ideal trail avoids “flow killers” such as sharp turns,
incongruent features and disjointed climbs and descents. Instead, it utilizes undulations 
and cambered turns to reward smooth, deliberate riding and maximize forward 
motions. A flow trail encourages a better understanding of the bicyclist/bicycle 
interface, allowing riders to reach that unique sensation of floating through the 
landscape 

· Leading the user forward: A sense of discovery, combined with a design that
maximizes a rider’s forward momentum, helps to draw the user forward. The trail is 
never repetitive or predictable, nor is it “awkward”, with a variety and innovation 
combining to create an intuitive feel. 

8.3 Trail Construction Best Practices 

To satisfy erosion and sediment control requirements, the trail must be finished as the project 
advances. Ideally, all roughed-in corridor will be finished the same day. Any segments requiring 
delayed finishing must be approved in advance by client. 



8.4 Corridor Clearing 

Corridor clearing shall be confined to within five (5’) feet of the trail and back-slope edges. 
Corridor-clearing will be executed by clients volunteer trail crew after site-walk through with 
the contractor and final flagging has been completed. 

 8.5 Trail Flagging 

A flag line will be pre-installed by Client (at a minimum of every 50 feet) marking the desired 
corridor for the trail roughly 20 feet wide, but only suggests the tread location based on the 
Master Trail Plan. The actual tread location depends on finer analysis and will need to be laid 
out using pin flags at a minimum of 20’ intervals.  

8.6 Debris 

Cut and scatter all branches and brush cut as part of the trail development. No debris shall be 
left within ten (10) feet of the trail. Butt-ends of any sawed limbs must face away from the trail. 

8.7 Rocks 

All rock embedded in the trail surface should be stable. When used in structures, care will be 
taken to match construction rock to rocks native to the area. Non-native rock may not be 
imported into the work area without approval of the client. 

8.8 Woody Material 

Woody material such as stumps, logs and brush shall be removed from the trail tread. No 
stumps less than twelve (12”) inches in diameter shall be left within five (5’) feet of the trail 
tread. 

8.9 Fall Zone Clearing 

Areas adjacent to dynamic trail segments where visitors have a greater potential to exit the 
immediate trail corridor will be cleared of impact focusers; butt-end branches, stumps and 
rocks under six (6) inches in diameter. 

8.10 Back-Slope 

Back-slope of trail should be graded to three-to-one (3:1) slope or until it matches the existing 
slope. In areas where the back-slope has the potential to become part of the active tread it 
must be finished to trail tread specifications. 



8.11 Trail, Finished Condition 

Hand finishing and grading of the trail tread, back-slope, down-slope spoils, and drainage 
features shall result in a surface that matches the texture of the surrounding forest floor while 
enabling water to drain off the trail. 

8.12 Spoils Stabilization 

All excavated material not used in the trail tread or other trail structures must be stabilized. 
Spoils shall be distributed in a thin layer adjacent to the trail tread. Spoils may not be placed in 
drainages or swales.  When possible, spoils should be mulched with native materials to 
discourage erosion while native seed stocks reestablished.  

8.13 Turns 

All turns are in-sloped (“bermed”). Use generally acceptable values for turn radii and grades 
across the turns. All turns must include an entrance and exit rolling grade dip. 

8.14 Grade Reversals 

A designed grade reversal or constructed rolling grade dip should occur at least every sixty (60) 
feet and preferably more frequently.  Any grade reversal must be strongly anchored to 
discourage short cutting. 

Grade reversals also double as flow elements: rollers, jumps and pump/rhythm sections.  In this 
context, grade reversal shape, size and placement should reflect its placement within the 
system.  Specific details will be determined by the contractor in partnership with the client. 

8.15 Above Grade Earthen Structures 

Any portion of trail above the grade of its surroundings must be composed of mineral soil.  If 
soil is scarce, a rock core may be used so long as it provides less than fifty percent (50%) of the 
total volume of the structure. Use of organic materials, duff, woody material, etc. is prohibited 
for above grade earthed structures. Above ground earthen structures should rarely exceed 24” 
above grade as to offer a natural aesthetic. 

Fill structures must have a fill slope of at least two-to-one (2:1) or the angle of repose of the 
local soil, whichever is greater. A retaining wall may be substituted for a fill slope with 
permission of the client. Fill structures must be completely stabilized and compacted.  
Acceptable techniques include track-packing or compaction via a dedicated tamping unit.  Hand 
tamping is not acceptable. Raw soil faces that do not become tread must be mulched and 
seeded in the same fashion as spoils and satisfy the terms of the project erosion control 
methodologies. 



Examples of above-grade earthen structures include aggressive grade-reversals (“rollers”, 
“jumps”) and turn pads on in-sloped switchbacks. 

 8.16 Water Diversions 

The majority of the tread should be out-sloped at five percent (5%). When not possible or 
desirable due to purpose-built in-sloping, resource concerns or obstruction, water can be 
directed down the trail for up to six (6) feet before a water diversion location. 

8.17 Invasive Species 

To reduce the spread of invasive plant species, the following protocols are required: 

1       All hand tools and mechanized equipment must be free of invasive seeds and clean of any 
dirt and mud when entering the project site. 

2      Consideration should be made while trail clearing and construction through areas occupied 
by invasive species (such areas to be identified by the client) as to not propagate as 
construction progresses. 

3   Imported surface/organic material is prohibited. 

8.18 Filter Strips 

Filter strips are vegetated areas down-slope of the trail corridor intended to treat sheet flows 
coming off the tread. Filter strips function by slowing down flow velocities, filtering our 
sediments and providing an opportunity for infiltration into the underlying soils. Properly 
mulched spoils may be designated as part of the filter strip. Filter strips shall not be used as 
regular travel-ways for equipment and materials. Areas with inadequate filter strip capacity 
above water-ways may require installation of formal erosion control measures to satisfy 
erosion and sediment control methodologies. 

8.19 Mechanized Equipment Best Practices 

All track marks will be raked smooth. Affected area will be finished to have a nature shape, 
spoils piles rounded, smoothed and cleared of significant brush, blade edges blended, etc. A 
spill kit suitable for five gallons of fluid will be onsite and within 200 yards of mechanized 
equipment whenever equipment is being operated.  

8.20 Preservation of Vegetation 

The Contractor shall exercise care to preserve the natural landscape, including trees and 
shrubs, and shall conduct construction operations so as to prevent any unnecessary 



destruction, scarring, or defacing of the natural surroundings in the vicinity of the work.  Except 
where clearing is required for permanent works or excavation operations, all trees, native 
shrubbery, and vegetation, shall be preserved and protected from damage by the Contractor's 
construction operations and equipment.  

All unnecessary destruction, scarring, damage or defacing of the landscape resulting from the 
Contractor's operations, shall be repaired, replanted, reseeded or otherwise corrected as 
directed by the Client and at the Contractor's expense.  

After completion of the work, all areas disturbed by construction that do not require 
landscaping or planting, shall be scarified and left in a condition which will facilitate natural 
vegetation, provide for proper drainage and prevent erosion. 

8.21 Ground Disturbance 

The grading limits along the trail corridor are defined by the approved tread width plus 
additional width defined by the required back-sloping, unless further excavation is required for 
prescribed features, as approved, and performed according to 8.20. Equipment therein should 
not exert ground pressures greater than 6psi and rutting should be avoided outside grading 
limits along the corridor, by limiting traffic intensity and avoiding wet soil conditions, and 
corrected as per 8.20.  

Equipment exceeding the 6psi limit and operations with high traffic intensities that may result 
in rutting must be limited to existing logging roads/2-track.  

Machine traffic outside the trail corridor or logging roads must be limited and may occur only 
when required for safe operation, emergency, repair or as part of a pre-approved haul plan. 
Equipment must not exert ground pressures greater than 6psi and rutting/disturbance must be 
corrected according to 8.20. 

SECTION 9: PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS 

9.1 Project Details 

Project A: Center Ridge Loop Trail 

● New Trail Construction: 13,200 linear feet estimated per flagged and mapped 
alignment. 

● The trail should be rich in features with A and B lines to allow a wide range of 
intermediate riders to utilize the trail and build their skill sets. 

 



Project B: East Ridge Loop Trail 

● New Trail Construction: 15,840 linear feet estimated per flagged and mapped 
alignment. 

● The trail should be rich in features with A and B lines to allow a wide range of 
intermediate riders to utilize the trail and build their skill sets. 

9.2 Feature Types and Quantities  

Trail features should be designed around current 29” full-suspension cross-country bike 
geometry. 

TREAD- The surface portion of a trail upon which users travel. Consideration must be made to 
stabilize trail tread within the unique confines of Palmer Wood’s glacial soil-type. Finished trail 
width should average 12” in width. Specific tread widths are a function of their location in the 
system.  Tread widths in areas of dynamic flow, landings and in-sloped turns, for example, may 
be wider to accommodate the full range of riding experiences. Significant deviations from these 
examples require approval from the client. 

Trail tread should be made of a soil-type other than sand. The tread material is to be specified 
by contractor and should be reflected in proposal. Consideration should be made for importing 
some amount of trail amendments. 

 

COMMON FEATURES 

BERMS- A banked corner that can be ridden faster than a flat corner. A very common trail 
feature for this trail. 

ROLLER- A mound of earth that can be ridden over or jumped. 

DOUBLE ROLLERS- Two mounds next to each other (rider jumps gap). 

Palmer Woods should maximize the use of berms that fit the natural contours of the site. 
Maximizing these COMMON FEATURES would include additional rollers and berms outside the 
natural contours of the site topography and conform to the specification of 8.15 ABOVE GRADE 
EARTHEN STRUCTURES. 

 

 



UNIQUE FEATURES 

TABLE-TOP-A jump with a flat layer of dirt across the top. 

STEP-UP- A jump where the landing is higher than the take off. 

STEP-DOWN- A jump where the landing is lower than the take off. 

DROP- A drop (like a step) you need to get your bike over or down. Drops should not exceed 
18”.  Most drops will not have native material directly present, consideration should be made 
to import and install rock slab drops no less than 3 per mile. All drops should have an “optional 
line.” 

Take advantage of the contour-shapes of the trails and the fact that the trail is directional use, 
to insert step-ups, step- downs, table-tops and drops opportunistically to fit the natural flow of 
the trail. Intermediate trail-users can roll the feature and advance riders can gap the feature. 
Aim to supply no less than 2 step-ups, step-downs, table-top and 3 drops per mile. 

PUMP-TRACK SECTION-A pump track is a continuous segment of banked turns interspaced by 
rollers and other features that can be ridden on a bike without pedaling or no chain. As riders 
advance and acquire bike control, they are able to generate and maintain increased 
momentum, flow through the track at higher speeds and eventually learn to connect features 
by utilizing advanced techniques such as manualing and jumping.  Having 3, “pump-track 
sections”, scattered throughout the trail would be within the vision of the trail. Each section 
should be a minimum of 1000’. 
 
QUALIFIER OBSTACLE- A trail filter, sometimes referred to as a gateway or qualifier, is a high-
skill-level, low-consequence obstacle that demonstrates the difficulty of the upcoming trail or 
trail feature. Within the first 500’ of the trail intersections, a qualifier obstacle should be placed. 

RIDEABLE FEATURE/OPTIONAL-LINE- All features should include an optional-line that would be 
of a longer distance or time to complete so that the rider choosing and completing the feature 
has the time advantage. 

 
SECTION 10: MAPS 

10.1 Field Design-Phase I Intermediate Loop 

10.2 Site Topography 



10.3 Soil Analysis 

● Map with Soil Types 
● Map with Highly Restricted Soil Areas 

 
10.4 Access, Supply and Staging 
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